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Abstract: DARPA, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency from the United States, has 
started the Spectrum Collaboration Challenge with the aim to encourage research and development 
of coexistence and collaboration techniques of heterogeneous networks in the same wireless spectrum 
bands. Team SCATTER has been participating in the challenge since its beginning, back in 2016. 
SCATTER’s open-source software-defined physical layer (SCATTER PHY) has been developed as a 
standalone application, with the ability to communicate with higher layers of SCATTER’s system via 
ZeroMQ, and uses USRP X310 software-defined radio devices to send and receive wireless signals. 
SCATTER PHY relies on USRP’s ability to schedule timed commands, uses both physical interfaces 
of the radio devices, utilizes the radio’s internal FPGA board to implement custom high-performance 
filtering blocks in order to increase its spectral efficiency as well as enable reliable usage of neighboring 
spectrum bands. This paper describes the design and main features of SCATTER PHY and showcases 
the experiments performed to verify the achieved benefits.

Keywords: Cognitive Radios; Collaborative Intelligent Radio Networks; Spectrum Sharing; 
Coexistence; Experimental Evaluation.14

1. Introduction15

In the era of a growing number of wireless communication networks and protocols, spectrum16

scarcity represents an ever-increasing challenge in the research community. Defense Advanced17

Research Project Agency (DARPA) has established the Spectrum Collaboration Challenge (SC2) as18

a collaborative machine learning competition, where different teams from the entire world build19

their own wireless communication networks to compete with other teams in achieving the highest20

possible throughput not only for their own team, but also for other teams coexisting in the same21

spectrum bands. The teams were motivated to set up their networks to be able to not only coexist22

with other networks, but also use collaboration to ensure that each network maximizes its throughput23

while facilitating spectrum usage and securing its availability when necessary to other networks and24

systems. The teams would devise new spectrum access strategies, which will allow radio networks25

to autonomously collaborate and dynamically determine how the Radio Frequency (RF) spectrum26

is being used, which enables radios to avoid interference and find better transmission opportunities.27

The SC2 was run on Colosseum, a testbed with a large number of nodes equipped with Software28

Defined Radio (SDR) devices, where teams can deploy their networks and use SDRs for their wireless29

communication. The testbed is able to emulate any desired geographical topology of nodes with30
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diverse physical environments, enabling DARPA to test teams’ networks and their performance with31

and against other networks in a wide variety of scenarios [1].32

The SCATTER team has designed and built a multi-layered system, with physical, MAC, AI and33

other layers developed and implemented as completely autonomous systems, but interconnected with34

a publish-subscribe messaging system, in particular – ZeroMQ [2]. Thus, SCATTER’s open-source35

software-defined physical layer (PHY) was designed as an independent system, able to transmit and36

receive packets over the air using USRP SDR devices. The design of SCATTER PHY uses the srsLTE,37

an existing software implementation of the LTE protocols, as the basis for its communication, and38

builds on top of it with various modifications to introduce features and mechanisms targeted for the39

SC2. The ultimate goal of these features is to present an API of the required physical layer functionality40

to other layers (mainly the MAC and AI layer) which are oblivious to the implementation details of41

those functions. For example, SCATTER PHY uses custom-built FPGA filters to reduce out-of-band42

emissions and maximize channel utilization. When MAC layer requests a change of the channel43

bandwidth, these filters are automatically adapted to accommodate the new bandwidth. Similarly, the44

physical layer provides spectrum measurement data averaged over time to the AI layer, which uses it45

to determine the most efficient channel selection algorithms. Spectrum measurement data is obtained46

by again using the custom built FPGA blocks which perform the FFT and average the obtained power47

spectral density over multiple measurements to reduce the amount of data sent to AI. This paper48

describes the design and features of SCATTER PHY and experimentally verifies the benefits achieved49

with the outlined design decisions.50

The main contributions of this work are listed next.51

• Presentation of an open-source highly on-line configurable SDR-based physical layer for52

intelligent spectrum sharing research and development. The main idea behind the development53

of the proposed physical layer is to provide developers and researchers with a starting point so54

that they can mainly focus their attention to developing intelligence and reasoning algorithms to55

combat spectrum scarcity in the context of next generation wireless and mobile networks. The56

proposed physical layer can be employed in prototyping and experimentally testing intelligent57

algorithms for dynamic optimization of spectrum usage. Its source code can be found at its58

GitHub project page [3].59

• Proposal of a two-stage synchronization sequence detection algorithm, which uses a Cell-Average60

Constant False Alarm Rate (CA-CFAR) algorithm in the second stage in order to improve the61

detection performance when compared to an approach that only employs plain correlation to62

detect the presence of the synchronization sequence.63

• Extensive experimental results showing the effectiveness of the proposed physical layer. The64

presented and discussed results include experiments with a filtered form of OFDM waveform,65

measurements of the throughput and CPU/Memory utilization, etc.66

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents some related pieces of work67

that apply artificial intelligence algorithms to the spectrum sharing problem, section 3 describes the68

design of SCATTER PHY in detail and specifies its main features. Section 4 showcases the experimental69

verification of the achieved benefits. Section 5 concludes the paper.70

2. Related Work71

In [4] the authors propose the use of deep reinforcement learning to design an universal MAC72

protocol referred there as Deep-reinforcement Learning Multiple Access (DLMA). They show that the73

proposed DLMA scheme is able to learn the optimal MAC strategy for harmonious co-existence with74

TDMA and ALOHA networks.75

The authors of [5] employ a deep learning neural network (DLNN) to the slot prediction task.76

They demonstrate that their trained DLNN does online learning and can accurately predict, through77

spectrum monitoring, the behavior of spectrum usage (i.e., slot transmissions) one second in advance78

in the context of Multiple Frequency Time Division Multiple Access (MF-TDMA) networks.79
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Figure 1. High-level threading architecture of the SCATTER PHY.

In the work presented in [6], the authors deal with the problem involving the recognition of80

different radio access technologies (RATs) employing Deep Autoencoders (DAEs). Their DAE model is81

used in a semi-supervised learning (SSL) approach for the recognition of wireless technologies using82

raw IQ samples. The results show that the proposed DAE approach achieves similar accuracy when83

compared with supervised learning (SL). They also demonstrate that their approach outperforms the84

SL approach for negative Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) values.85

3. SCATTER PHY86

The high-level architecture of the SCATTER PHY is depicted in Figure 1. The SCATTER PHY is87

an open-source software-defined physical layer [3], which is implemented using Universal Software88

Radio Peripheral (USRP) Hardware Driver (UHD) software Application Programming Interface (API)89

[7,8] and runs on top of Ettus USRP X family of software-defined radio (SDR) devices including NI’s90

RIO platforms [9,10] and communicates with it through the UHD driver and its APIs [11]. As can be91

seen in the figure, the individual PHY modules are connected to the ZeroMQ (Data/Control) module,92

also known as 0MQ, which interconnects the SCATTER PHY with the MAC layer through the ZeroMQ93

bus [12]. This module manages the exchange of control and statistics messages between the SCATTER94

PHY and the MAC layer.95

Communication with the SCATTER PHY is entirely realized through a well-defined interface96

designed with Google’s Protocol Buffers (protobuf) [13] for data serialization coupled with the ZeroMQ97

messaging library [12] for distributed exchange of control, statistics and data messages. Implementing98

the ZeroMQ push-pull pattern allows local or remote MAC layer’s real-time configuration of several99

parameters and reading of several pieces of information/statistics provided by the SCATTER PHY.100

Based on the ZeroMQ logic, PHY and MAC layers are able to exchange control and data messages101

following a non-blocking communication paradigm. The SCATTER PHY was designed to be totally102

decoupled and independent of the MAC layer module, not posing any constraints on hardware,103

software and/or programming language adopted by it.104
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Figure 2. Block diagram of the SCATTER PHY transmitter and receiver sides.

The SCATTER PHY presents the following set of main features:105

• Bursty transmissions: with discontinuous transmissions, it is possible to have better use of106

the available spectrum band and to coordinate its usage with other networks/radios in an107

opportunistic/intelligent/collaborative way.108

• Dual-Concurrent PHYs: a Multi-Concurrent-Frequency Time-Division Multiple Access109

(McF-TDMA) scheme can be implemented by the MAC layer by having two PHYs simultaneously110

transmitting and receiving at independent frequencies. This ability for concurrent allocations111

allows for a smarter spectrum utilization as vacant disjoint frequency chunks can be concurrently112

used.113

• FPGA-based Filtered transmissions: filtering the transmitted signal effectively minimizes114

out-of-band emissions (OOBE), which allows for a better spectrum utilization, once radios115

can have their transmissions closer to each other in the frequency domain, reducing spectrum116

wastage.117

• Out-of-Band Full-Duplex operation: both PHYs operate totally independently, meaning, that Tx118

and Rx modules are able to transmit and receive at different channels, set different Tx and Rx119

gains and use different PHY BWs.120

• Timed-commands: this feature allows the configuration in advance of the exact time to (i) start a121

transmission and (ii) change Tx/Rx frequencies/gains. This allows the MAC layer to implement122

a TDMA scheme.123

Figure 1 illustrates the different software/hardware layers composing the SCATTER PHY and the124

threads within each one of them. Red dashed arrows indicate data paths while black arrows indicate125

control/information interaction between threads.126

SCATTER PHY is a discontinuous transmission-based PHY, which transmits data bursts in small127

transport units called subframes. A subframe is a container through which user and control data is128

exchanged in the network.129

The SCATTER PHY is built upon the srsLTE library [14], and therefore, absorbs and evolves on130

top of the existing LTE features. srsLTE is a free and open-source LTE software library developed by131

Software Radio Systems (SRS) [14]. We adopt Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM)132

as the SCATTER PHY waveform. OFDM is a mature technology, which is vastly implemented in a133

great number of products due to its several advantages such as robustness to severe multipath fading,134

low implementation complexity, easy integration with MIMO, simple channel estimation, etc. [15].135

User and control data are mapped into subcarriers over 14 OFDM symbols spanning 1 ms. The control136
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data signal carries the used MCS for the current transmission and the number of subsequent subframes137

with user data modulated with that specific MCS.138

The control data signal is used at each one of the PHY receivers to automatically detect the number139

of allocated RBs, the location of the allocated RBs in the resource grid, and the MCS used to transmit140

data of a specific user.141

By embedding the control information into the transmitted signal, the Medium Access Control142

(MAC) layer does not need to know in advance the number of subframes and MCS in a given COT.143

Upon correct user data decoding, each PHY informs the MAC layer of the number of received bytes,144

the corresponding MCS, and decoding statistics (e.g., RSSI, SINR, number of detection/decoding145

errors, etc.).146

SCATTER PHY employs discontinuous (i.e., bursty) transmission of subframes. A subframe is
the basic transmission unit of the SCATTER PHY and each one is 1 ms long. SCATTER PHY works
with two types of subframes, namely, synchronization and data-only subframes. A synchronization
subframe carries the synchronization signal, reference signal, control, and user data. A data-only
subframe carries the reference signal and user data. The synchronization signal is a 72 symbols long
sequence that is generated using Zadof-Chu (ZC) sequences [16,17]. Therefore, the synchronization
sequence is generated according to

xs = e
−j πun(n+1)

Nsynch , 0 ≤ n ≤ Nsynch − 1, (1)

where u is the ZC sequence index, n is the sequence sample index, and Nsynch is the length of the147

synchronization sequence.148

The control signal is based on maximum length sequences (M-sequences) [18], where two149

M-sequences, each of length 31, are used to transmit the information necessary to decode the user150

data. The reference signal is used to estimate the channel and then equalize the received signal so that151

channel interference to the desired signal is minimized.152

The SCATTER PHY allows bursty transmissions with variable a Channel Occupancy Time (COT),153

i.e., the number of subframes to be transmitted in sequence without any gap (i.e., idle time) between154

them is variable. The number of subframes in a COT is derived based on MCS, PHY BW and data155

length (i.e., number of bits to be transmitted) parameters sent by the MAC layer in the control message.156

The minimum COT is equal to 1 ms and is equivalent to the synchronization subframe. Variable157

COT enables the support of different traffic loads and channel detection. Every subframe can carry a158

pre-defined number of bits, which is based on the MCS and current PHY BW.159

Each one of the PHY modules is split into three sub-modules, namely, PHY Tx, PHY Rx160

Synchronization and PHY Rx Demodulation where each one of them runs on an exclusive, standalone161

thread. The reason for having a multi-threaded PHY implementation is that it allows independent162

critical and/or time-consuming tasks to be executed simultaneously (i.e., concurrently), which163

improves computing performance and efficiency. Allied with multi-core enabled Central Processing164

Units (CPUs), the multi-threaded PHYs naturally support full-duplex communications mode, i.e.,165

each one of the two PHYs can simultaneously transmit and receive at different frequencies, which166

consequently results in higher throughput. The PHY Tx threads (#0 and #1) are responsible for167

modulation and transmission of data (i.e., user and control data). The PHY Rx Synchronization threads168

are responsible for the detection of the synchronization (Synch) signal, decoding of the control data,169

Carrier Frequency Offset (CFO) estimation/correction and subframe time-alignment tasks. Detection170

of the Synch signal is carried out through a two-stage detection algorithm, which at the first stage171

correlates the received signal with a locally-stored version of the synchronization subframe with no172

data and control signals. If the peak-to-side-lobe ratio (PSR) is greater than a constant threshold, then,173

the second stage applies a CA-CFAR algorithm to the OFDM symbol carrying the Synch signal [16].174

The two-stage approach employed by the SCATTER PHY improves the Synch signal detection when175
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Table 1. OFDM Modulation Parameters.

PHY BW [MHz] 1.26 2.7 4.5 9
Subframe duration [ms] 1
subcarrier spacing [KHz] 15

Sample rate [Msps] 1.92 3.84 5.76 11.52
FFT size 128 256 384 768

Useful subcarriers 84 180 300 600
OFDM symbols per subframe 14

CP duration [us] 4.69 (12 symbols) /5.21 (2 symbols)

compared to a detection approach that only uses the PSR of the correlation calculated at the first stage.176

The two-stage approach employed by the SCATTER PHY is described in Appendix A.177

The CFO estimation task is split into coarse and fine estimations/corrections, where the coarse178

estimation is based on the Synch signal and the fine estimation is based on the Cyclic Prefix (CP)179

portion of the OFDM symbols [19]. The integer part of the frequency offset (i.e., integer multiples of180

the subcarrier spacing) is estimated and corrected by the coarse CFO algorithm, which is based on the181

maximization of the correlation of the received synchronization signal with several locally generated182

frequency offset versions of it. On the other hand, the fractional frequency offset (i.e., offset values less183

than one half of the subcarrier spacing) is estimated and corrected by the fine CFO algorithm, which is184

based on the phase difference of the correlation between the CP and the last part of the OFDM symbol185

(i.e., the portion used to create the CP). Integer and fractional CFO estimation methods are described186

in Appendix B.187

The PHY Rx Demodulation threads take care of user data demodulation, i.e, OFDM demodulation188

(FFT processing and CP removal), channel estimation/equalization, resource demapping, symbol189

demodulation, de-scrambling, de-interleaving/de-rate matching, turbo decoding, de-segmentation190

and, CRC checking. Each PHY receives data and control messages from the ZeroMQ Data/Control191

module. Decoded user data and statics related to the PHY operation (Rx/Tx statistics) are sent directly192

to the upper layers through the 0MQ bus. Figure 2 depicts block diagrams of the SCATTER PHY193

transmitter (PHY Tx thread) and receiver sides (PHY Sync and PHY Demod threads).194

Regarding numerology, the SCATTER PHY uses a subcarrier spacing of 15 kHz, a CP of 5.2 us and195

supports 1.26, 2.7, 4.5, and 9 MHz bandwidths. Each PHY channel bandwidth (BW) can be changed196

through the command line at startup, or in real-time, through Tx control messages. Table 1 summarizes197

the OFDM modulation parameters of the SCATTER PHY.198

SCATTER PHY frame structure is depicted in Figure 3. As can be seen, synchronization199

and control data signals are added only to the very first subframe of a COT. With this frame200

structure, synchronization (i.e., detection of synchronization signal, time-alignment and CFO201

subframe #0 subframe #1 subframe #M-1

. . .

*M depends on PHY BW, MCS and user data length.

Variable COT with M slots*

Control Data

Legend

User Data

Synchronization Signal

Reference Signal

1 ms

Figure 3. SCATTER PHY frame structure.
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Table 2. Modulation Code Scheme and their Respective Code Rate.

Code Rate
MCS Modulation 1.26 MHz 2.7 MHz 4.5 MHz 9 MHz

0 QPSK 0.0857 0.0900 0.0940 0.0940
1 QPSK 0.1143 0.1200 0.1220 0.1220
2 QPSK 0.1357 0.1467 0.1480 0.1480
3 QPSK 0.1714 0.1933 0.1920 0.1920
4 QPSK 0.2107 0.2400 0.2400 0.2440
5 QPSK 0.2571 0.2933 0.2960 0.2920
6 QPSK 0.3071 0.3400 0.3440 0.3440
7 QPSK 0.3571 0.4000 0.4160 0.4130
8 QPSK 0.4071 0.4667 0.4640 0.4690
9 QPSK 0.4714 0.5200 0.5360 0.5330

10 16QAM 0.2357 0.2600 0.2680 0.2665
11 16QAM 0.2571 0.2933 0.2920 0.2905
12 16QAM 0.3000 0.3267 0.3280 0.3305
13 16QAM 0.3357 0.3667 0.3800 0.3825
14 16QAM 0.3857 0.4267 0.4290 0.4298
15 16QAM 0.4286 0.4667 0.4770 0.4718
16 16QAM 0.4429 0.5000 0.5090 0.5078
17 64QAM 0.2952 0.3333 0.3393 0.3385
18 64QAM 0.3238 0.3600 0.3553 0.3625
19 64QAM 0.3524 0.3911 0.4033 0.4087
20 64QAM 0.3905 0.4411 0.4353 0.4407
21 64QAM 0.4286 0.4678 0.4727 0.4727
22 64QAM 0.4571 0.5122 0.5047 0.5100
23 64QAM 0.4952 0.5478 0.5570 0.5642
24 64QAM 0.5333 0.5833 0.5970 0.6042
25 64QAM 0.5714 0.6189 0.6210 0.6308
26 64QAM 0.5905 0.6633 0.6690 0.6770
27 64QAM 0.6190 0.6900 0.7010 0.7010
28 64QAM 0.6571 0.8056 0.8067 0.8178
29 64QAM 0.6952 0.8322 0.8280 0.8552
30 64QAM 0.7333 0.8617 0.8493 0.8925
31 64QAM 0.7714 0.8883 0.8707 0.9240

estimation/correction) and control data decoding only happen for subframe #0, i.e., the synchronization202

subframe.203

The Payload Data Unit (PDU) adopted by SCATTER PHY is a Transport Block (TB). Therefore, a204

TB is the payload coming from the MAC layer and given to the individual PHYs to be encoded and205

transmitted over the air. One TB consists of a number of bits that can be accommodated within a 1 ms206

long subframe given the selected PHY BW and MCS. Therefore, given the PHY BW and the desired207

MCS, the MAC layer can find the number of bits that can be handled by a 1 ms long subframe. Table 2208

presents the coding rate for each one of the 32 defined MCS values.209

The communication between the SCATTER PHY and the MAC layer is carried out through the210

exchange of four pre-defined messages. The first two, namely, Tx and Rx Control messages, are used211

to manage subframe transmission and reception respectively. The parameters carried by these two212

messages can be configured and sent to the individual PHYs by the MAC layer before the transmission213

of every subframe, hence allowing runtime configuration. The other two messages, namely, Tx and Rx214

statistics messages, are used to provide real-time feedback from each PHY to the MCA layer, yielding215

vital information necessary for such layer to take actions.216

Tx control messages carry the user data (i.e., TB) to be transmitted and Tx parameters related217

to that transmission, namely, PHY ID, MCS, data length, Tx gain, Tx channel, Tx PHY BW, and218

transmission timestamp. The transmission timestamp parameter enables time-scheduled transmissions,219

which allows the MAC layer to implement a Multi-Frequency (MF) Time Division Multiple Access220
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(TDMA) medium access scheme. Rx control messages are used to configure Rx channel, Rx gain,221

Maximum number of turbo decoder iterations, enable or disable Rx combining, and Rx PHY BW of222

a specific PHY, which addressed through the PHY ID parameter. The PHY ID parameter is used to223

specify to each one of the two PHYs a control message is meant to.224

The other two messages, namely, Rx and Tx statistics, are used to inform the MAC layer of the Rx225

and Tx processing results of each PHY, respectively. Rx statistics messages carry the PHY ID, received226

data and reception statistics related to the received data such as Channel Quality Indicator (CQI),227

Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI), decoded MCS, subframe error counter, decoding time,228

number of turbo decoder iterations, etc. Tx statistics messages inform upper layers of transmission229

statistics like coding time, the total number of transmitted subframes of each specific PHY. Table 3230

summarizes all the real-time configurable parameters and statistics offered by the SCATTER PHY.231

3.1. COT-based Filtering232

OFDM-based waveforms are not suited for spectral coexistence due to their poor spectral233

localization [20]. This problem is caused by the rectangular pulse-shape used in OFDM, which234

leads to a sync-pulse property in the frequency domain with a very low second lobe attenuation of -13235

dB [21].236

Therefore, in order to guarantee a optimal spectral localization, i.e., lower out-of-band (OOB)237

emissions, and maintain the complex-domain orthogonality of the OFDM symbols is to apply some238

sort of filtering to the time domain subframes. The filtering process is applied to each COT of each239

PHY independently. The subframes comprising a COT are generated at the SW level and then filtered240

at the HW level, by a 128 order FPGA-based FIR filter. The COT-based filtering improves the closer241

coexistence with other radios (either belonging to our team or others), allowing radio transmissions to242

be closer in frequency. The filter used in the SCATTER PHY is designed and explained in [22].243

1 Depends on the USRP daughter board model installed [11].
2 The numbers correspond to the following bandwidths: 1.26, 2.7, 4.5, and 9 MHz respectively.
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This co-design SW/HW is used so that fast-processing high order filters can be implemented244

adding up very low latency to the transmission chain and still allowing the flexibility of the245

software-defined PHYs.246

The filter’s coefficients applied to the COT are automatically selected according to the configured247

Tx PHY BW (i.e., the coefficients are selected in real-time based on the Tx PHY BW field in the Tx248

control message) as it needs to have its cut-off frequency changed to exactly filter the desired signal’s249

bandwidth.250

The normalized FIR filter’s coefficients used in the COT-based filtering are given in time-domain
as [7]

f (n) =
p(n).w(n)

∑k p(k).w(k)
. (2)

where p(n) is the impulse response of the sinc signal and w(n) is the window used to truncate the sinc
signal. These two signals are given as

p(n) =

{
sin
(

π[NU+Ne ]n
NFFT

)
/ π[NU+Ne ]n

NFFT
, n 6= 0,

1, n = 0.
(3)

w(n) =
{

1
2

[
1 + cos

(
2πn
L− 1

)]}0.6
, (4)

where NU is the number of useful subcarriers (see Table 1), NFFT is the length of the FFT used in the251

OFDM modulation (see Table 1), Ne is the excess bandwidth in number of subcarriers, L is the length252

of the FIR filter, and − (L−1)
2 ≤ n ≤ (L−1)

2 . The excess bandwidth is used to extend the flat region of253

the filter so that the subcarriers at the left and right borders of the OFDM symbols suffer less with254

attenuation.255

Table 3. SCATTER PHY real-time configurable parameters and statistics.

Message Parameter Type Unit Range

Tx control

PHY ID uint32 - 0-1
MCS uint8 - 0-28
Tx gain uint32 dB depends on HW 1

Tx channel uint32 - ≥ 0
Tx PHY BW uint8 MHz 0-3 2

Transmission timestamp uint64 s ≥ 0
User Data length uint32 - > 0
User data uchar[] - uchar range

Rx control

PHY ID uint32 - 0-1
Rx channel uint32 - ≥ 0
Rx gain uint32 dB depends on HW 1

Rx PHY BW uint8 MHz 0-3 2

Max. # of turbo decoder iterations uint32 - uint32 range
Enable Rx combining boolean - True/False

Rx statistics

PHY ID uint32 - 0-1
CQI uint8 - 0-15
RSSI float dBW float range
Noise float dBW float range
Decoded MCS uint8 - 0-28
Subframe error counter uint32 - ≥ 0
Decoding time uint32 ms ≥ 0
Data length uint32 - ≥ 0
# of turbo decoder iterations uint32 - uint32 range
Received data uchar[] - uchar range

Tx statistics
PHY ID uint32 - 0-1
Coding time uint32 ms ≥ 0
Number of transmitted subframes uint32 - ≥ 0
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(a) (b)

Figure 5. Comparison of McF-TDMA feature without and with filtering. (a) FPGA-based filters
disabled. (b) 128 order FPGA-based FIR filter enabled.

The filter, f (n), exhibits the following properties (i) a flat pass-band over the useful subcarriers,256

(ii) a sharp transition-band, which minimizes the necessary guard-bands, (iii) sufficient stop-band257

attenuation, and (iv) time duration of only a fraction of the duration of an OFDM symbol [7].258

3.2. Benefits of the SCATTER PHY259

The first advantage of the proposed PHY is that the COT-based filtering makes the SCATTER PHY260

more spectral efficient as the OOB emissions are reduced. OOB emissions interfere with nearby radios261

(i.e., radios with nearby channels), decreasing the quality of their received signals, which consequently262

impacts the throughput experienced by those radios. The reduced OOB emissions make SCATTER263

PHY ideal for coexistence with other radios, allowing it to operate closer to them in the frequency264

domain and consequently, reducing spectrum wastage while increasing the spectral efficiency as265

shown in Figure 4.266

The second advantage offered by SCATTER PHY is the possibility to configure in real-time all267

PHY parameters through the control messages.268

4. Experiment Results269

In this section, we present some experimental results in order to demonstrate the effectiveness270

and usability of the SCATTER PHY. All the experiments presented here were carried out with the271

framework running on servers with Intel Xeon E5-2650 v4 CPUs (@2.2 GHz,30 M cache, 9.60 GT/s272

QPI, Turbo, HT, 12 Cores/24 Threads, 105 Watts) with 128 GB of RAM memory connected to x310273

USRPs with 10 Gigabit Ethernet links, and equipped with CBX-120 RF daughterboards [23].274

Figure 5 shows two spectrograms collected during 40 ms over a 31.25 MHz bandwidth with275

both PHYs set to operate with six 4.5 MHz channels. In this experiment, each PHY transmits a276

random number of subframes at randomly selected channels. The channel number and the number of277

transmitted subframes, i.e., COT, are randomly selected between the ranges 0-5 and 1-3, respectively.278

Here, a gap of 1 ms between consecutive transmission is used. The figures were collected with the279

center frequency of both Tx PHYs set to 2.4 GHz, equal Tx gains of 3 dB, and both USRP Tx outputs280

connected to the signal analyzer through an RF combiner and a cable with 20 dB of attenuation. As281

can be noticed in both figures, (a) and (b), SCATTER PHY is able to independently transmit at two282

distinct channels with a different number of subframes. Figure 5 (a) shows the case where no filtering283

is enabled. As can be noticed, OOBE might cause interference to adjacent channels and consequently284
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Figure 6. SCATTER PHY throughput for several bandwidth, MCS, and DC values.

decrease other radios’ throughput. Figure 5 (b) shows the case when the FPGA-based FIR filters285

are enabled. As can be seen, when filtering is enabled, the OOBE is mitigated and consequently,286

interference to and from adjacent channels is also mitigated. Additionally, another consequence of287

the filtering use is that the channel spacing could be made smaller and consequently decrease the288

spectrum wastage.289

Figure 6 depicts throughput measurements taken with the SCATTER PHY for several PHY BW,290

MCS, and Duty Cycle (DC) values working in full-duplex mode (i.e., the two independent PHYs are291

simultaneously transmitting and receiving). We employ the full-duplex mode in order to check if it292

impacts somehow the measured throughout once in full-duplex mode the SCATTER PHY is being293

fully utilized. The measurement is taken for a COT of 20 ms with a gap of 1 ms between subsequent294

transmissions. This means a DC of 95.24 %. The throughput is averaged over 10 measurement intervals295

of 10 seconds each. During one measurement interval, the number of received bits is counted and then296

divided by the interval to calculate the throughput measured during that interval. In the figure, for297

comparison reasons, we also add the theoretical maximum throughput achieved by the Streaming mode,298

where there is no gap between subsequent transmissions, i.e., a DC equal to 100 %. The theoretical299

maximum throughput is calculated by dividing the TB size in bits for each MCS by 1 ms. As expected,300

the measured SCATTER PHY’s throughput is close to the theoretical maximum throughput for all301

MCS and PHY BW values, yielding more than 84 Mbps for a BW of 9 MHz and MCS 31. Additionally,302

the operation in full-duplex mode has no visible impact on the achieved throughput. This is due to the303

powerful server, with 12 cores, used to run the SCATTER PHY.304

In Figure 7 we compare the spectrogram and spectrum of non-filtered and filtered transmissions305

collected with an Anritsu MS2690A Signal Analyzer. The figures were collected with a Tx center306

frequency of 1.9925 GHz, a Tx gain of 3 dB with the USRP Tx output connected to the signal analyzer307

through a cable with 20 dB of attenuation. It is easily seen that the OFDM side lobes (i.e., OOB308

emissions) are reduced with the use of a 128 order FPGA-based FIR filter.309

Figure 8 compares the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) of the fine CP-based fractional
CFO estimation method against fractional CFO estimation based on the synchronization signal. The
MAPE for the CFO estimation is defined as

MAPE % =
100
N

N

∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣∣CFOest.(i)−CFO(i)
CFO(i)

∣∣∣∣∣, (5)
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7. Comparison between non-filtered and filtered-based transmissions. (a) Spectrogram with
no filter. (b) Spectrum with no filter enabled. (c) Spectrogram with 128 order FPGA-based FIR filter
enabled. (d) Spectrum with 128 order FPGA-based FIR filter enabled.

where CFOest.(i) is the estimated CFO value for the ith trial, CFO(i) is the randomly generated CFO,310

which is applied to the transmitted signal, for the ith trial, and N is the number of trials over which the311

CFO is averaged. The results were obtained by connecting the Tx port to the Rx port of the same USRP312

so that the frequency offset caused by the HW is minimal or nonexistent and adding Additive white313

Gaussian noise (AWGN) plus the desired frequency offset at the SW level just before the subframes are314

transmitted. The CFO applied to the signal is drawn from a uniform distribution varying from -7.5315

kHz to 7.5 kHz, i.e., +/− half subcarrier spacing. As can be seen, the fine CFO estimation algorithm,316

which is based on the CP portion of the OFDM symbols, outperforms the synch-based CFO algorithm317

even when only two consecutive CPs are averaged. Additionally, we see that the performance of the318

CP-based estimation improves as the number of averaged CPs increases, however, the downside of319

averaging more CPs is an increase in the processing time.320

Figure 9 presents the comparison of the packet reception rate (PRR) for each one of the signals321

carried by a SCATTER PHY subframe, namely, synchronization, control and data signals over several322

SNR and BW values. The MCS used for modulating the user data is set to 0, which is the most robust323

coding scheme, allowing SCATTER PHY to decode data in low SNR scenarios. The purpose of this324

experiment is to identify the lowest possible SNR at which SCATTER PHY can still correctly decode325

the user data. This experiment is run by adding a channel emulator between the Tx and Rx sides of326

a single PHY instance. At the Tx side, the generated subframes, instead of being sent to the USRP327
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Figure 8. Comparison of CFO estimation error (MAPE) in AWGN channel.

HW are sent to an abstraction layer that emulates the HW and adds AWGN noise to the transmitted328

signal, next, the abstraction layer transfers the noisy signal to the receiving side of the PHY. The PRR is329

averaged over 104 trials, where at each trial, the Tx side of the PHY sends a single synchronization330

subframe. As can be seen, synchronization and control signals have a better PRR performance than331

that of the data decoding, however, SCATTER PHY’s PRR performance is limited by the ability of332

correctly decoding the data section of a subframe. Additionally, we see that the Data PRR is better for333

the 1.26 MHz case, which is due to the fact that compared to the other BW values, MCS 0 for the 1.26334

MHz case, carries more redundancy bits, as shown by Table 2, making it more robust against noise.335

The other two signals, synchronization, and control present similar PRR curves for all BW values.336

Moreover, it is noticeable that the data PRR is equal to 1 for SNR values greater than or equal to 0 dB.337
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Figure 9. Comparison of the PRR for the different signals carried by a SCATTER PHY subframe.
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Figure 10. Simple Rx combining with SCATTER PHY for several PHY BW values.

Figure 10 presents the result of the comparison of single Rx data decoding and that of a simple Rx
combining scheme that can be implemented with SCATTER PHY. The figure shows data decoding
PRR results for both receiving schemes. Here in this case, after synchronization (synch signal detection,
CFO estimation/correction, control data decoding and subframe alignment) the two independently
synchronized subframes are combined through a simple average of both subframes as defined in (6).

rcomb.(n) =
1

Nant.

Nant.

∑
i=1

rRxi (n), (6)

where Nant. is the number of Rx antennas (in our case Nant. = 2), rRxi (n) is the subframe synchronized338

at ith antenna, and rcomb.(n) is the resulting combined subframe signal. The MCS value used in339
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Figure 11. Comparison of the variation of the maximum number of turbo decoding iterations for a
PHY BW of 1.27 MHz and 3 different MCS values.
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Figure 12. CPU and memory utilization of the SCATTER PHY.

this experiment for all PHY BWs is 0. As can be seen, the Rx combining scheme employed in this340

experiment provides a processing gain ranging from 2.5 to 3 [dB] over the single Rx approach. With341

this scheme, SCATTER PHY is able to combine the received subframes for improved performance in342

low SNR scenarios.343

Figure 11 presents the results on the variation of the maximum number of turbo decoding344

iterations for a PHY BW of 1.27 MHz and 3 different MCS values, 0 (QPSK), 15 (16QAM) and 31345

(64QAM). As can be seen, the PRR improves as the number of maximum iterations also increases.346

As can be also noticed, the PRR improvement is higher for higher MCS values, 15 and 31. This is347

due to the fact that as the MCS increases, the code rate increases, and consequently, the number of348

redundancy bits decreases, making the transmit data more prone to errors. Therefore, as the number349

of maximum iterations increases, the probability of decoding also increases. Another important point350

is the trade-off between PRR improvement and the increase in decoding time. As can be verified, the351

PRR improves at the cost of longer decoding times for low to medium SNR values.352

Figure 12 depicts the CPU and memory utilization of the SCATTER PHY, operating at 1.27, 2.7, 4.5353

and 9 MHz bandwidths for several MCS values. The results in the figure were calculated by averaging354

CPU and memory usage values sampled every 200 ms during the duration of the experiment. In this355

experiment, we have the SCATTER PHY operating in full-duplex mode, where one PHY transmits356

to the other and vice versa. Each one of the PHYs transmits 20 subframes in a row with a 1 ms gap357

between consecutive transmissions.358

As can be seen, both CPU and memory utilization increase as the BW increases, however, there is359

no CPU or memory starvation issues with any of the selected BW and MCS values. As can be also360

noticed, for a given BW, the CPU usage increases as the MCS increases. This is due to the fact that as361

the MCS value increases (i.e., higher data rates), the turbo encoding (at Tx side), synchronization and362

turbo decoding (both at Rx side) processing tasks become more complex and demand a lot more of363

CPU for data processing. For a BW of 9 MHz and MCS equal to 31, the SCATTER PHY CPU utilization364

is of around 280 %, meaning that the processing power of fewer than 3 cores is being used, leaving the365

other cores in the idle state for large periods.366

For the memory utilization case, it can be seen that for a given BW the memory usage is practically367

constant for all MCS values and therefore, practically independent of the MCS value. This is an368

expected result as all the memory used by the SCATTER PHY is pre-allocated during its initialization.369
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Figure 13. CPU profiling of individual components of the SCATTER PHY for a BW of 4.5 MHz.

Therefore, based on the results presented in Figure 12, it can be concluded that the SCATTER PHY370

does not exhaust CPU or memory resources as BW or MCS values increase.371

In Figure 13, we show the CPU consumption of the main functions making up the SCATTER PHY372

for a BW of 4.5 MHz and three different MCS values. The CPU consumption assessment uses valgrind373

with its callgrind tool [24]. The setup for this experiment is the same as the one used earlier for the374

CPU and memory profiling. The figure shows Tx and Rx functions that use more CPU processing.375

By analyzing the figure, we see that the bit interleaving processing uses more CPU as MCS increases,376

consuming approximately 51 % of CPU time for MCS equal to 31 compared to approximately 11377

% when MCS is equal to 0. The synchronization task consumes a lot of CPU time for all the MCS378

values considered in this experiment, ranging from 9 % to more than 23 % of CPU time. It can be also379

noticed that the turbo decoding iteration task consumes more CPU time as the MCS increases, going380

from 2 % (MCS 0) to more than 18 % (MCS 31). Additionally, we see that memory copy and setting381

functions consume less CPU time as the MCS increases. This is due to the fact that other functions382

start consuming more CPU when the MCS increases.383

5. Conclusion384

The paper has described the design, features, and benefits of the SCATTER PHY, which is an385

open-source physical layer that uses a filtered form of OFDM as its waveform.386

The main features include using Google’s Protobuf to define the message format for interaction387

with higher layers of the system, the ability to transmit/receive two different types of packets, which388

can include a synchronization signal, control data, and user data. The PHY layer communication389

operates with various modulation and coding schemes, several different channel bandwidths, and390

automatically improves the carrier frequency offset correction by utilizing the OFDM CP in addition391

to the synchronization subframe detected in the signal. SCATTER PHY minimizes OOBE by utilizing392
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Figure A1. Summary of the first-stage synchronization sequence detection algorithm.

custom-built FPGA-based FIR filters on the transmitter side, configured for each channel bandwidth393

at run-time time. Additionally, two independent physical interfaces are available, which effectively394

enable the usage of full-duplex and theoretically double the possible throughput achieved with one395

interface.396

The described benefits are verified experimentally. The throughput achieved with actual physical397

transmissions is compared to a theoretical maximum, defined by using the entire available time for398

communication with an effective duty cycle of 100%. The verification shows that using full-duplex399

makes no impact on the achieved throughput in each interface. Spectrometer measurement results400

showcase the capabilities of the FPGA-based FIR filter, resulting in negligible OOBE, which in turn,401

increases channel utilization and facilitates communication in neighboring channels by other radios.402

Using CP-based CFO estimation and correction is demonstrated to outperform the sync-signal based403

correction in all cases, at the expense of higher processing time. Finally, the packet reception rate for404

all types of transmitted signals is presented, showing that the SCATTER PHY can successfully decode405

user data at SNR values as low as 0 dB.406

Appendix A Two-stage Detection Algorithm407

The very first processing executed by SCATTER PHY is the detection of incoming synchronization408

subframes, which might be followed by data-only subframes. This is a task of utmost importance409

once the correct detection of subframes is crucial in establishing links in scenarios with low SNR or410

limited by interference. In this appendix, we describe the proposed detection algorithm employed in411

the SCATTER PHY.412

For improved performance, the proposed algorithm is split into two stages. In the first stage, a
buffer containing received samples with the length of a subframe is correlated with a local version
of the synch subframe, and then, if the Peak to Side-lobe ratio (PSR) is greater than or equal to a
predefined threshold, Thresh1st_stage, then the detection algorithm proceeds to the second stage. The
power delay profile (PDP) between the received signal and the local version of the sync subframe
containing only the synchronization signal is defined as

PDP1st_stage(l) =

∣∣∣∣∣NS−1

∑
n=0

r[n]r∗l [(n + l)NS ]

∣∣∣∣∣
2

,

0 ≤ l ≤ NS − 1,

(A1)

where r(n) is the received signal, rl(n) is the local version synch subframe, NS is the length of a
subframe, (.)NS denotes that this is a cyclic correlation, and (.)∗ is the complex conjugate. Therefore,
the detection algorithm proceeds to the second stage if the PSR of the first stage is greater than or equal
to the the first stage threshold, as defined in (A2). Figure A1 summarizes the processing carried out
in the first stage of the synchronization sequence detection algorithm. As it is seen in the figure, we
use frequency-domain cross-correlation as its implementation with FFTs and an IFFT is faster than the
time-domain version of the correlation [25].

PSR1st_stage =
arg maxl PDP1st_stage(l)

arg maxi,i 6=l PDP1st_stage(l)
≥ Thresh1st_stage. (A2)

In the second stage, if PSR1st_stage ≥ Thresh1st_stage, then the lth lag that maximized the numerator
in (A2) possibly points to the middle of the synchronization subframe. Based on the position of the lth
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lag, it is possible to extract (i.e., convert the synch OFDM symbol into frequency domain and extract
the 72 complex symbols carrying the synch sequence) the 72 symbol long synchronization sequence
and correlate it with its local version as defined next. The PDP between the received synch sequence
and its local version is defined as

PDP2nd_stage(m) =

∣∣∣∣∣∣
Nsynch−1

∑
n=0

S[n]S∗l [(n + m)Nsynch ]

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

,

0 ≤ m ≤ Nsynch − 1,

(A3)

where S(n) is the received synch sequence, Sl(n) is the local version of the synch sequence, Nsynch413

is the length of the synch sequence, (.)Nsynch denotes that this is a cyclic correlation, and (.)∗ is the414

complex conjugate. The signal processing carried out at second stage is based on PDP2nd_stage(m). For415

the sake of brevity we use PDP(m) to denote PDP2nd_stage(m) in what follows.416

The second stage of the proposed detection algorithm is based on the CA-CFAR algorithm [16].417

It is employed to detect the presence of the synchronization sequence within a given received signal418

buffer. The algorithm is used to calculate a variable detection threshold, which varies according to the419

noise power, based on the second stage PDP set of samples, PDP2nd_stage(m). The algorithm is split into420

three steps: (i) removal of values that are not considered as only being noise observations, also known421

as the censoring step, (ii) calculation of a noise-power threshold, and (iii) the actual detection of the422

synchronization sequence. These steps make it possible to reliably decide whether the synchronization423

sequence is present or not in a given received buffer. Figure A2 summarizes the three steps composing424

the synch sequence detection algorithm employed in the second stage. Next, we describe each one of425

the three steps composing the second stage synch detection algorithm.426

The procedure followed in the second-stage of the synchronization sequence detection algorithm
consists basically of hypothesis testing following the Neyman&Pearson lemma [26]. This lemma
establishes that the synchronization sequence detection testing is based on the following likelihood
ratio inequality

PDPH1

PDPH0

> α, (A4)

where the hypothesis H0 is rejected in favor of the hypothesis H1 when the PDP set contains desired
signal, i.e., the synchronization sequence. Therefore, the hypothesis, H0 is the one when only noise is
present. This hypothesis testing is optimum only when the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of
the ratio in (A4) given the hypothesis H0 is known, so that it is possible to calculate a threshold value
that satisfies:

P
{

PDPH1

PDPH0

> α | H0

}
= PFR, (A5)

for a given probability of false rejection, PFR. Therefore, the derivation of the detection threshold427

assumes knowledge of the probability distribution function (PDF) of both random variables PDPH1428

and PDPH0 .429

Appendix A.1 Censoring and Noise Power Reference Calculation Step430

In this step, corrupted PDP samples are removed from the reference set, i.e., the PDP set.
Corrupted samples are caused by the presence of samples containing noise plus a signal (i.e., a
signal different from noise). For the censoring of PDP samples, we employ the Forward Consecutive
Mean Excision (FCME) algorithm [27]. Initially, the values in the PDP set are defined as{

PDP(m) |m = 0, 1, · · · , Nsynch − 1
}

, (A6)
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Figure A2. Summary of the second-stage synch sequence detection algorithm: step (i) is used to
calculate a reference for the noise-power, ZREF; step (ii) is used to calculate the detection threshold, α;
and step (iii) applies a hypothesis test to all the elements of the second stage PDP.

and then are sorted in ascending order, so that{
PDP(i) | i = 0, 1, · · · , Nsynch − 1

}
, (A7)

where
PDP(0) ≤ PDP(1) ≤ PDP(2) ≤ · · · ≤ PDP(Nsynch−1). (A8)

The censoring at the k-th iteration is performed with the following inequality

PDP(k+1) ≥ Tk

k

∑
i=1

PDP(i), (A9)

where Tk is the censoring scaling factor at the k-th iteration. If the inequality in (A9) is satisfied, all
the values greater than PDP(k+1) are decided to be corrupted. The test of (A9) is performed iteratively,
being necessary to calculate the censoring scaling factor, Tk, for each new iteration. The censoring
scaling factor, Tk, controls the properties of the censoring step, and it is normally chosen so that the
probability of false disposal, PFD, has a pre-defined value. PFD is the probability of making a incorrect
decision during the k-th iteration of the censoring step. The initial Tk value is calculated assuming that
PDP(k+1) is a sample that only contains noise observation, i.e., a sample that is free of the presence of
the synchronization sequence. Under this assumption, the probability that the inequality in (A9) is
true corresponds to a probability of false disposal, PFD, which is defined by

PFD = P

{
PDP(k+1) ≥ Tk

k

∑
i=1

PDP(i) | H0

}
. (A10)

Each iteration of the censoring step starts with k equal to the smallest assumed clean set of PDP431

samples. The larger the smallest assumed clean set of PDP samples, the better the censoring algorithm432

works [27]. However, the larger the assumed clean set of PDP samples, the higher is the probability433

that corrupted PDP samples will be part of the initial clean set. The testing of (A9) continues until it is434

true for some value of k or all reference PDP samples are decided to signal-free.435

Considering the H0 hypothesis (i.e., observation of samples only containing noise) and that noise
follows a complex Gaussian distribution, CN (0, σ2). Therefore, each one of the PDP values follows a
Gamma distribution, Γ(1, Nsynchσ2) with mean given by

E[PDP(.)] = Nsynchσ2. (A11)
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Therefore, since that
∑k−1

i=0 PDP(i)

k
≈ E[PDP(.)] = Nsynchσ2, (A12)

the equation for the probability of false disposal, PFD, can be approximated as

PFD ≈ P
{

PDP(k+1) ≥ TkkNsynchσ2
}

. (A13)

This approximation becomes better as the number of reference PDP samples, k, increases.
Additionally, given that PDP(k+1) is a Gamma random variable, Γ(k, θ), with shape parameter being a
positive integer number, 1, its cumulative distribution function (CDF) can be simplified and expressed
in closed form as [28,29]

F(y, k, θ) = P(Y ≤ y) = 1− e−y/θ
k−1

∑
i=0

1
i!

(y
θ

)i
, (A14)

where k and θ are the shape and scale parameters respectively.436

Therefore, the probability of false discard (or censoring) in (A13) can be calculated as

PFD = 1− P
{

PDP(k+1) ≤ TkkNsynchσ2
}

= e−Tkk,
(A15)

where in (A14), y was made equal to TkkNsynchσ2. Here we define TCME = kTk, which represents a437

input parameter for the FCME algorithm and can be found by solving (A15). The probability of false438

disposal, PFD, can be understood as the desired clean sample rejection rate.439

The censoring threshold is defined as Tk ∑k
i=1 PDP(i) and therefore, PDP samples that have value

greater or equal than the threshold are discarded and then, the new set of PDP samples consists of the
remaining ones, which are assumed to contain only noise observations. The output of the censoring
step is composed by the number of noise-only PDP samples, k, and the noise-power reference, ZREF,
which is defined by the summation of all PDP samples that have value below the censoring threshold.
ZREF is defined as

ZREF =
k

∑
i=1

PDP(i). (A16)

Appendix A.2 Detection Threshold Calculation Step440

After selecting the set of PDP samples that are considered as only containing noise, the next441

stage consists of calculating the synchronization detection threshold, α. The detection threshold, α, is442

calculated according to the decision method known as the Cell Averaging (CA) method [27].443

The detection threshold, α, is calculated under the assumption that there is no synchronization
sequence present in the reference PDP set of samples for a given probability of false alarm, PFA, which
is defined as

PFA = P
{

PDP(i)
ZREF

≥ α | H0

}
. (A17)

We assume that the PDP samples and the the noise-power reference, ZREF, follow scaled central

Chi-squared distributions,
Nsynchσ2

2 χ2(2),
Nsynchσ2

2 χ2(2k) with 2 and 2k degrees of freedom, respectively.
Additionally, it is known that the ratio between two central Chi-squared random variables results in a
random variable that follows a Fisher distribution [27,30], whose CDF is defined as

FCDF(α) = 1− P
{

PDP(i)/2
ZREF/2k

≥ kα

}
, (A18)
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Figure A3. Comparison between the expected PFA and the actual value for a SNR of 0 [dB].
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Figure A4. Comparison between PFA and the actual PCD value for a SNR of 0 [dB].

therefore, the detection threshold, α, is calculated as

α = FCDF−1(1− PFA, 2, 2k)/k. (A19)

where FCDF is the Fisher CDF. Note that the scaling factor,
Nsynchσ2

2 , is the same for PDP(.) and ZREF,444

and therefore, it disappears when the ratio is taken.445

Appendix A.3 Synchronization Sequence Detection Step446

After calculating the detection threshold, α, and the noise-power reference, ZREF, the final decision
if the synchronization sequence is present or not is made by evaluating the following hypothesis test

PDP(i) ≥ αZREF, ∀ i = 0, 1, · · · , Nsynch − 1. (A20)

If the test is true, the synchronization sequence plus noise hypothesis, H1, is chosen. Otherwise,447

the noise-only hypothesis, H0, is decided to be true and the received signal buffer is declared not448

having the presence of the synchronization sequence.449

Appendix A.4 Results of Synchronization Sequence Detection Algorithm450

Figure A3 presents a comparison between the expected PFA and the actual PFA value. The expected451

PFA is varied from 10−5 to 10−4. The number of Monte Carlo trials is set to 106 iterations and an AWGN452

channel is assumed. As can be seen, the actual PFA value stays very close to the expected one.453

Figure A4 depicts PFA versus the probability of correct detection, PCD. The PFA is varied from454

10−5 to 10−4, the SNR is set to 0 [dB] and the number of Monte Carlo trials is equal to 105 iterations.455

The figure shows that the presence of a synchronization sequence is always detected independently of456

the PFA value set.457
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Figure A5. Comparison between the single and two-stage synchronization sequence detection schemes:
(a) correct and miss-detection probabilities (b) correct miss and false detection probabilities.

Next, we present some results comparing the detection performance of the proposed two-stage458

detection algorithm against the single-stage one. The number of Monte Carlo trials here is set to 105
459

iterations and the AWGN channel is used. For both results shown in the Figure A5, the probability460

of false alarm PFA is set to 10−4 and the probability of false disposal PFD is set to 10−3. Figure 5(a)461

shows the correct and miss detection probabilities for the SNR varying from -12 [dB] up to 0 [dB]. As it462

can be noticed, the proposed two-stage detection scheme presents a probability of correct detection463

of 1 for SNR values greater than -4 [dB], i.e., the presence of the synchronization sequence is always464

detected, while the single scheme only achieves a probability of 1 for SNR values greater than 2 [dB].465

Figure 5(b) shows the correct miss and false detection probabilities when the noise power varies from466

-30 [dBW] up to 0 [dBW]. As can be seen, both schemes present correct miss probability equal to 1467

and false detection probability equal to 0 for all noise power values considered in this experiment.468

It is important to be mentioned that the combined working of the two detection stages decreases469

the probability of false detection (or also known as a false alarm) of the two-stages algorithm when470

compared to the probability of false detection of the second stage alone (see Figure A3).471

Appendix B CFO Estimation472

Appendix B.1 Integer Estimation473

After synch signal detection and subframe alignment, the integer (i.e., coarse) CFO estimation is
carried out through by correlating the received OFDM symbol carrying the synch signal with several
local versions of it with different integer frequency offset applied to each of them. The PDP between
the received and a given offset local version of the synch OFDM symbol is defined as

PDP(l, kIFO) =

∣∣∣∣∣NFFT−1

∑
n=0

y[n]x∗l [(n + l)NFFT ]e
j2πkIFOn

NFFT

∣∣∣∣∣
2

,

0 ≤ l ≤ NFFT − 1

−36 ≤ kIFO ≤ 36,

(A21)

where y(n) is the received synch OFDM symbol signal, xl(n) is the offset local version of the synch
symbol, NFFT is the FFT length, (.)NFFT denotes that this is a cyclic correlation, kIFO is the integer
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Figure A6. Performance of the integer CFO estimation algorithm.

frequency offset, and (.)∗ is the complex conjugate. Therefore, the integer frequency offset can be
estimated by solving the following maximization problem

ε̂kIFO = arg max
kIFO

(
arg max

l
PDP(l, kIFO)

)
. (A22)

Figure A6 shows the performance of the integer CFO estimation algorithm described above for474

an AWGN channel over several SNR values and a PHY BW of 4.5 MHz.475

Appendix B.2 Fractional Estimation476

As shown by the results in Figure 8, the CP-based fractional CFO estimation outperforms the
Synch-based fractional CFO one and therefore is the method adopted by the SCATTER PHY. Next we
describe the CP-based fractional CFO estimation.

ψ(k) =
NCP−1

∑
n=0

r∗d(n + k(NFFT + NCP))rd(n + k(NFFT + NCP) + NFFT)

2π
, (A23)

ε̂FFO =
1

Nsymb

Nsymb−1

∑
k=0

arg (ψ(k)) , (A24)

where rd(n) is the detected, integer CFO corrected, and aligned subframe, Nsymb is the number of477

OFDM symbols used to average the CFO estimation, and NCP is the length of the OFDM cyclic478

prefix. As can be seen, the employed CP-based fractional CFO estimation is obtained by averaging the479

estimated fractional CFO over the selected number of OFDM symbols.480
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